
 RASAYNIKA 2021 
Department of chemistry,  Academic Affairs and monitoring committee  and IQAC in shyam lal college, 
organised 6 days symposium as Rasyanika 2021 from 15th to 20th April 2021 under the Guidance of Dr 
Arkaja Goswami (Convenor) and Head of the Department. The annual festival provides the platform to 
the students to unleash their potential by giving them the best opportunity and allowed the students to 
unhidden their talent through many activities. More than 120 students participated in the “Rasaynika -2021- 
Symposium “ 

RASAYNIKA-21 invited many eminent professors and teachers (from 15th to 20th April 2021) to share their 
thoughts and knowledge with our students. Some are given in the following way:  

 Prof. Rita kakkar, Professor and Head of Department of chemistry, Dean of sciences gave 
inaugural lecture on Ancient Chemistry.  

 ProfBalaram Pani, Principal of Bhaskaracharya college of applied sciences and Dean of colleges 
delivered scientific talk on innovations using chemistry. He incited to acquire ATAL INNOVATION 
CENTRE in the college.  

 Dr Chandresh soni, Chief scientific officer in SRF limited talked about the analytical lab and 
instrumentation. 

 Dr Jitender Chugh, Assistant professor, IISER Pune, talked about the NMR and future possibilities 
of students in IISER campuses. 

 Dr A. K. Bhagi Associate professor, Dyal Singh College, delivered the motivational speech to the 
students and teachers.   

RASAYNIKA-21, first time in the history of college, provided a digital platform “LIVE” with social 
distancing norms due to COVID-19, to learn INSTRUMENTATION from skilled speakers. Not only this, 

some of the students are selected for the future internship in both of the renowned organization.     
 Department of Chemistry of our college in collaboration with SRF LIMITED, BHIWADI, organized 

online “ANALYTICAL LAB EXPO” for the students on 19th Apr 21.  
 Dr Jitender Chugh from IISER Pune talked about the theory and instrumentation and online lab 

NMR Lab visit on 20th Apr 21. 

RASAYANIKA-21 organized many events, which are not only scientific in its approach but also develop 
better upstanding among the students.    

 Online Quiz competition and Science exhibition on 17th Apr21,  
 Creative Animated cartoon video competition on 16th Apr 21,  
 Animation movie cartoon competition on the “solar light harvesting to recharge car of tomorrow”. 

(20th Apr 21). 
 To be more Artistic as Chem-tok Competition 18th apr21 

RASAYNIKA-21 provided the opportunity to showcase writing, singing and acting ability of the students.  
 Essay writing competition on one of the subject of global interest “ How chemistry is contributing 

in fighting against COVID-19”.15th Apr 21) 
 E-poster competition on the different important subjects such as single use of plastics, organic 

agriculture, sustainable chemistry, importance of IPR in chemistry,  (19th Apr 21) 

 

Last but not the least, as per the saying, "Brains, like hearts, go where they are appreciated." --Robert 
McNamara, Various prizes (first, second, third) and consolation prizes (first, second, third) were given to all 
the winners participated in above mentioned activities.  

Dr Arkaja Goswami  

Head of Department (Chemistry) 

Academic Affairs and monitoring committee (Convenor) 

IQAC(member) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 


